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Tent Industry

The First Choice Globally of All Industrial Fabric Welding Solutions

Miller Weldmaster – Heat-Sealing Equipment For the Production of Tents
Miller Weldmaster manufactures a variety of equipment for the production of tents. Miller will also design a completely automated machine to fit your
specific tent production needs. Miller Weldmaster will provide a complete tent welding solutions for the tent manufacture. Visit www.weldmaster.com
and pick your industry for more Tent production equipment, and watch videos of these systems.

The T-300 Extreme Flex™ is designed to weld
all the seams needed to produce your tents!

T-300 Extreme Flex™

For the Manufacturing of Tents
The T-300 Extreme Flex™ will allow you to seam your panels together, hem the ends, and produce keder for
tension sidewalls. The T-300 Extreme Flex™ has the capability of producing a complete tent from start to
finish.

T-300 Extreme Flex™ Seal Types:

Pole Pocket

Rope and Hem

Overlap

Keder

Hem

The 112 Extreme™ is designed to weld
long straight seams faster than any other
technology in the industry!

112 Extreme™

For the Manufacturing of Tents

The 112 Extreme™ is the next generation of the popular 112 Cross Seamer. The 112 Extreme™ is the fastest
seaming technology in the industry, able to weld long straight seams up to 55 ft../min. (17 m/min.) The 112
Extreme™ can not only seam you panels together but also weld keder to those panels. The 112 Extreme™ is
also equipped with a laser-guided cutter to cut panels.

112 Extreme™ Seal Types:

Pole Pocket

Rope and Hem

Overlap

Keder

Hem

Available from 3 to 20m long!

T-500

The T-500 is designed to weld all the
seams needed to produce your tents!

For the Manufacturing of Tents

The T-500 will allow you to seam your panels together, hem the ends, and produce keder for tension sidewalls.
The T-500 has the capability of producing a complete tent from start to finish.

T-500 Seal Types:
Pole Pocket

1

Rope and Hem

Overlap

Keder
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Custom Equipment for High Production
M-100 Tent / Keder is a completely
automated tent side wall production system.

M-100 Tent / Keder

For the High Production Tent Maker
The M-100 is a completely automated production process. From overlaps and hems to grommets
and keder, the M-100 will do all welding in one pass through the machine. The M-100 is also able
to cut your panels to specified lengths. The M-100 will greatly increase production while decreasing
labor costs.

M-100 Tent / Keder Seal Type:
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